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Rex got lost in this hostile jungle! Help him finish the levels and leave this place!

Junglex is a platform game with a high level of difficulty that will put your nerves to the test!

Can you get out of this jungle?

Features:

■ 100 different levels!
■ 2 different biomes!

■ Many enemies and boss!
■ Difficult!
■ Addictive!
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Title: Junglex
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
RewindApp
Publisher:
RewindApp
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10 - 64bits

Processor: 2 GHz Intel Pentium 4 or AMD Athlon or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphique

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: All

English
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Tired of bullethell? Looking for retro shooting? THIS IS FOR YOU.. This game is beautiful, engaging, well-designed, and
nicely polished. However, the developer released an update a while back which essentially ruined the game, and now nobody
plays it.

See comments for details.. I'd give it a 6\/10. Game oozes with style, really enjoyed it. Fizzes out pretty quickly though.

There's really only 4 different biomes that you adventure in; basic gameplay is that you have mini-encounters on consecutive
arenas or floating islands or whatnot in each biome. At the end of the fight you can choose to retreat with current loot, or risk
going further for greater loot (but dying has you lose all loot). Story is thread back and forth between these four biomes, but is
relatively short; I was able to wrap the whole thing up in maybe four hours. Finishing up any achievements afterward just feels
very much like a tedious grind and not worth the effort. Eventually you get powerful enough that the fights become
uninteresting affairs of bunnyhopping about while spamming machinegun bullets or whatnot at a blob of 60 buffed up enemies.

Enemy AI is very simple and sometimes even static. To best illustrate this, there are wasp creatures in the first two biomes that
just hover in the corner and shoot projectiles in the same direction over and over - they never change direction or reorient based
on where you are, and defeating them only requires you to stand directly underneath and shoot upwards. Probably the most
complex enemy you'll encounter is the one that just runs straight at you and shoots a lot...

Gorgeous graphics; okay story, but too short; serviceable music; tedious endgame (end boss was absurdly easy).. Overpriced for
the amount of content added. should be 10 or even five dollars. I would only recomend it when its on sale.. It's decent. To issue
orders you stop time repeatedly and address all soldiers at once. I prefer providing individual unit orders in turns rather than the
"stop time and give everyone orders" strategy. The game can drag on so I find myself making decisions based on how long it
takes to give out orders rather than what is tactically smart.

Initially the tech tree was incredibly confusing. I had to research and find detailed descriptions for how to produce sniper rifles
and shotguns. In-game you have no idea what you need to be able to research something new. (Which might be realistic) There
is very little activity on forums or walkthroughs. The most annoying part of the game was that when I finished a technology the
game doesn't tell you what you researched or how it would help you. I couldn't remember what I was researching so I wasn't sure
if I needed to reequip or build something new.

After 35 hours of playtime I got to the point where the missions were getting harder but the remainder of the tech tree wasn't
going to help me.. sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks
sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks sucks. Crazy N fun
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I played this game during my last semester when i was writing essays and i gotta say that this game
was really good to help me focus and relieve some stress. I would not say it is among my favorite games
but for its price it is well worth getting and if you are like me who handles stress with playing games this
will probably be a perfect fit. Every game is quite short and the purpose is very clear, there is not really much
storytelling (which i think is good) but is focuses on being a pure space shooter which is does really well.
Overall worth getting and quite entertaining.. Very fun and unique game which blends Shellshock, party games like Move or Die
and awesome physics in 3D! Currently there are enough content for playing and all work fine, but physics can be buggy
sometimes which is more fun than annoying =). nice litle game. For a game still in it's alpha stage, I strongly recommend it..
ESEA>all.. I quickly got bored. Don't spend your money on it, unless you like to hurt a dummy with bounce pads, arrows, guns,
and bombs. First five minutes were fun, the next 36 minutes, were like 3 hours. It's boring.. kill hordes of dinosaurs with lasers,
meteors, music, and snowballs in the puzzle, TD hybrid. Can you keep your steaks safe from these cretaceous carnivores?. Very
Good NES STYLE GAME, I LOVE IT !!! I love this game !!!
This game reminds me of my childhood, it reminds me of the magic of NES games
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